Community Manager – MA Rating
25 SEP 2017

MA Community is balanced (Balanced = Manned between 98-102%). A balanced rate is more competitive; superior performance, good evaluations, and studying for advancement are the keys to success.

1. NAVADMIN 231/17 Update to CMS-ID and CWAY timelines.
2. NAVADMIN 175/17 2018 CYCLE 238 Active and full time support E7 Navy-Wide Exam. 18 Jan 18 for USN and FTS / 31 Jan 18 for IA sailors.
3. Convert In opportunities have been suspended for all YG for the time being.
4. RC2AC opportunities have been suspended for all YG for the time being.
5. ECM TechAd requesting email addresses from MAC-MACM supporting the development of Khaki distribution list, please email ECM TechAd at ronald.cloutier@navy.mil

NOTES

Data Source: NMPS(Inv)/NRMS(RE Rate)/N12(EPA/35P)/SUPER33(Adv Op) As of Date: 22-Sep-17